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A Digitally Addressable Random Access Image Selector

and Random Access Audio System , --.

by

Donald L. Bitzer, Roger L. Johnson, and Dominic Skaperdas*

Abstract.

The requirements of PLATO IV, a Computer-Based Education System being de-
.

veloped at the University of Illinois, have led to. the development of an im-

proved; digitally addressable, random access, image selector and a digitally

addressable, random access audio device. Both devices utilize pneumatically-

controlled, mechanical binary adders to position the mechanical loads. A re-

centlY 'invented compact, electrically activated pneumatic control valve facil-

itates the conversion of digital signals into pneumatic signals which in turn

control the mechaniCal positioning devices. The image selector is capable of

accessing any of 256 images with a worst-case access time of 0.2 seconds. The

audio 1-eo-fi'e-"tring, from a magnetic disc retord any of 4096

message units which comprise a total of 17 minutes of recorded message. time,

with a worst-case access time of 0.4 seconds. The prOtotype versions of these

devices exhibit mechanical characteristics that should; lead to compact, low-cost,

cOmmercially.produceable devices which will meet the needs of the PLATO IV system.
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I, Introduction

The TJnivrrsity of Illinois design of PLATO IV, a computer-based education

system, envisions a system which could reduce the total cost per student- contact

hour by a large factor below any currently available system while maintaining

the unique student terminal and systems software capabilities' demonstrated in

PLATO III (1,2,3). The educational and economic guidelines proposed for PLATO

IV are desCribed in a paper by Alpert and Bitzer (3) and the principal design

features of the system are described in a paper by Bitzer and Skaperdas (4)..

Initial steps toward implementing the development of a PLATO IV system at

the University of Illinois have included the demonstration of the technical

feasibility.of certain key components of the system. Of particular importance

is the demonstration of a prototype PLATO IV student terminal. Figure 1 pre-

sents an artist's illustration of a PLATO IV student console with keyset, plasma

display panel, random access image projector, and auxiliary outputs for special

equipment such as a random-access audio system. A detailed.descriptiOn of the

operating format of this prototype terminal is given in a report by Stifle (5).

The alpha-numeric and graphical display capability of the terminal will be pro-

vided by a 512 x 512 line plasma display panel similar to the.type 'described in

references(6,7). The image selector and associated projection system will allow

prestored information to be projected onto the rear of the glass display panel.
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Q.

This permits photographically stored infOrmation to be superimpoSed on the same
\

image plane which contains the computer-generated information. The image selec-

tor is.a.digitally addressable, pneumatically driven device which moves a matrix

or fiche of 256 1/4" images simultaneously along either of two Cartesian

coordinate axes in order to position a desired image over.a projeCtion lehs. The

selector is required to exhibit a worst-case access-time of 0.2 seconds, and it

must position and repeat,,mith an accuracy of +.0.001 inches. A random-access

audio device will alsb be available which retrieves and records messages by utili-

zing a polar coordinate positioning system thavis also digitally addressed and

pneumatically actuated. This system is presently designed to provide 4096 1/4

second, addressable message units for a total of 17 minutes of recorded message

time; in addition, the device is required to provide a 0.2 0.4 .second worst-

case access time to any of the 4096 message units. Discussions concerning the

educational rationale which has led to the incorporation of these retrieval de-

vices in the PLATO IV terminal can be found in references (2,3).

Although various types of random-access image and audio retrieval systems

presently exist, most of the-currently available devices are extremely slow,

-cumbersome, and expensive. The purpose of this paper is to present a detailed,

technical description of the pneumatically. controlled random-access image sel-

ector and random-access audio system that were developed at the University of

Illinois for the prototype PLATO IV terminal. As a result of .several technical

innovations, these two devices offer both improved performance and smaller .

physical size han currently available retrieval systems of similar function. In

addition, the mechanical characteristics of these devices appear to he compatible

with medium precision, lowicoSt production techniques.
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II. Digitally Controlled Linear and Angular Positioning

The principal mechanical tasks of the two systems being described in this

paper is to position mass loads accurately with respect to fixed references in

response to commands provided by a digitaLcomputer..0The particular mechanical

systems being' considered. are required to position, mass loads in the range of 1

kilogram along linear path lengths of the order of 12" or less, according to

random digital co ands. In the case of the image selectot, the computer ter-
.

minal specifications reqUire the worst-case random access response time to be

0,2 - 0.1 seconds and the repeatable positioning accuracy to be within 0.001

inch of the desired true position. However, in the case of the audio syStem, the

positioning tolerances are considerably less.

The mechanical load.attached to the machanism in Figure 2 can be linearly

displaced by this binary-input, linear-output device consisting of four pneumatic

cyclindets mounted in series such that the lengths are additive. The Stroke

length of each piston in the series is weighted 1,2,4,...,2
N

units; N,, in this

case is.equal to four. The pneumatic cylinders which comprise this device are of

a conventional design, in whicheither side is pressurized while the other side

is vented to the atmosphere. The two cylinder conditions, "fully extended" and.

"fully retracted", are the only conditions that are of interest in the present

NE.

application. For each cylinder in the series, the cylinder state can be control-

led by means of an associated four-way pneumatic value which is activated by an

electrical signal. Figure 3 illustrates the two cylinder states and the'corres-

pending action of the' four-way control valve.

In order to illustrate an example of digitally controlled linear position-

ing, consider the series-mounted set of'four pistons shown in F3.gure 4; in the

situation shown, two pistons are fully retracted and two are fully extended. If
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. the condition "f:xlly.extended" is represented by a "1" and the condition "fully,

retracted" is represented by a "0", tie combination of cylinder states and there-

fore, the position of the load, is uniquely ideritified by the binaryt number 1100;

'
i.e., the least significant bit (20) specifies the condition of ihelpiston of unit

length 1, the next bit position (21) specifies the condition of the piston of unit

length 2, etc. If each of .the respective four-way valves respond o appropriate

electrical signals which represent four-bit binary position code, e.g.,-,1100, the
A

electrical representation-of a desired load position is converted into a mechan- .

ical action which places the load at that position. If a-differ code is ap-

plied to the valves, e.g., 1010, this new position is assumed wi hout the necessity

of the mechanism returning to a reference point. In a similar .nner, the 16

unique combinations of piston states specified by the four-bit linary position

-code can be converted from electrical signals into pneumatic signals by electrical-

ly actuated four-way valves. These valves, in turn, pneumatic lb, actuate the

pistons and place the load at the position specified by the co e. In the particu-

lar applications being considered; the piston lengths are suc essive, doublings

of the smallest possible position change (i.e., the smallest iston length), e.g.,

the mechanism shown in Figure 4 provides for 16 equally spac d positions (1 unit .

length apart) along a linear path.

Figure S illustrates a simple extension of the linear positioning technique

in order to-provide a mechanism which is capable of moving load to selected angu-

lar positions. The conversion from'linear motion to angul r motion can be obtained

through the use of various devices, such as .a rack and gear, a helical screw gear,

as well as others. In the case of angular posftioning with a rack and gear, the

,--rksmallest required unit of angular change and the nature of the conversion device

determines the series piston lengths, e.g., if a = 360 ° /N where N = 2n and n is an

9
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integer, a linear piston series (of unit length S = ra where-r is the effective

radius of the gear) can position the load mass at any one of 2n angular positions

which is ariintegral multiple of a from a fixed reference. A second particularly.

interesting linear-to-angular conversion mechanism will be described in Section IV

as part of the discussion of the random access audio s'Ystem:,

In the past, most pneumatic positioning systems hake been large and cumber-

some; arid there has existed very little motivation for reducing the gross size

and cost of these Mechanisms, especially.the electrically activated control valves.

For the. systems being considered in .this paper, however, reduction of size, cost,

and the rate of fluid consumption are primary design factors. One of the princi-'

pal innovations which has led to the realization of-the potentially compact, low-

cost systems described in Sections III and IV is the invention at the University

of Illinois of a .simple four-way.Aeumatit valve that can be actuated directly

from digital logic, e.g., a computer output register. Each pneumatic cylinder in

a series as that shown in Figure 4 is controlled by one of these pneumatic switches.

The. operation of this device is described with the aid of Figure 6(a) and 6(b).

When the electrioal input to the valve corresponds to a "1"; of ."fully extended",

the function of the pneumatic valve is to supply pressurized-fluid to port A and

to vent port B.to the atmosphere. Similarly,the valve is required to supply pres-

surized fluid to, port B and exhaust port A when the electrical input command is

a "0" or "fully retracted". As shown in the cross-section view of the value

shown.-Im Figure 6(a), a cylindrical chamber formed by clamping two identical sec-

tions together is separated into two chambers (A and B) by a,thin rubber diaphragm.

A cylindrical riser extends into each chamber, through which pressurized fluid

can flow from the source line. The output lines of the valve ULA and.CLB which

are connected to the actuating cylinder each have control ports OCA and OCB which



can be either closed or vented to the atmosphere by the double acting solenoid

plunger, i.e., if OCA is closed, the OCB is vented and vice versa. The minature

solenoid valve is driven from a current source which responds to the position in-

formation provided to it by a computer or similar source of electrical signals.

In operation, the diaphragm seals either inlet port A or inlet port B in

response to the position of the solenoid plunger. For the valve position 'shown

in Figurd 6(a), control port A is closed, thereby enabling airflow from the source

inlet A through the chamber and into the cylinder so as to move the piston to-

ward the "fully extended" state. Note that there is no static air loss in the

control valve,.since although chamber B is vented to the atmosphere, source in-

let port B is sealed by the diaphragm. This position of the diaphragm'is a stable

position because the area of the diaphragm is substantially greater than the

opening in the riser labeled inlet port B which in turn provides a.differential

force upon the diaphragm and causes it to seal off inlet port B. When the sole-

noid plunger is reversed, sealing OCB, the small dynamic leak through OCA momen-

tarily lowers the pressure in Chamber A below that of Chamber B. The flexible

diaphragm responds accordingly and assumes the complementary stable, position seal
'NN

ing off inlet port A as shown in Figure 60A. In thiS position, pressurized

fluid is supplied to port B of the cylinder while port A is vented and the.piston

is forced to assume the "fully retracted" position. Note that the exp4ciTrilf

pressurized fluid during a change of state for all practical purposes, the

/
amount of pressurized fluid that was contained in the pressurized side of the cyl-

*
inder, supply line, and valve chamber. To repeat, there is negligible pressurized

fluid expenditure during periods when the mechanism is not changing state. Pro-

totype models of this electricallyiecontrolled pneumatic switching device have been

operated successfully under widely varying load conditions, cycling rates, and



source pressures. For example, when using compressed air as the working fluid,

the valves have been made--to-op-eratc at s-our-co-pres-suresas--low as 1 Psi; at

10 psi they have exhibited switching times of the order of 50 milliseconds. The

Mechanical tolerances necessary in operational devices of this type are such

that the symmetrical chamber structures could be- molded out of plastic, thereby

providing the basis for a compact low-cost electrical-to-pneumatic signal con-

verter and four-way valve.

12
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III. TheDesign and Realization of a Digitally Addressed Random Access
Image Selector

.

Figure 7 - illustrates- a configuration in which two sets of series - mounted

pistons, operating at right'angles, are mechanically coupled together to form
., x

an X -Y (Cartesian) positIoning system. A, system of this type can be used t
J..

poSition selected photographic images/Of an array or fiche over'a -`:.i,aced optical

-.. /-/. n
, .

projection system. Consider
/

a square array OfN x N images-where N =--'2 and
. ,, ----,, -

..

_

each image is 1/4" x 1/41:. The image array is mounted in the rigid, rectangular

-S' -
i

_ .

frame which is free to slide in both the X and'Y direction on the mutually per-

pendicular rails. One set of'series-mounted piStons is attached to the X-rail

while the other set is attached to the Y rail. Both sets of pistons (X and Y)
,

t .

are fastened or ref6rehced to the fixed table structure Iv which the projection

system is mounted. The unit length of the pistons (i.e., the length ofthe
.

shortest piston) is equal to thecorresponding edge p.ength7ea single image;

i.e, in this case L 1/4". ,Positional control of the X'and Y linkages is ac-

-
coMplished through electrically activated 4 way control valves that are attached

.>

to each of the-cylinders.

In operation, the system requires the images which are to be selected or

positioned over the reference point-to be described by thOhinary representation

e)
of its X and Y coordinates with respect to the frame which holds the film. These

position codes a'e applied, in parallel, 'to the control valves in the form of

electrical signals. from a computer. The resulting piston motion positions-the

film hOlder such that the desired image is placed over the projection aperature.
0

Subsequent position commands move that film holder from.position to position

'Without the necessity,of returning- to a starting reference point after each com-

mand.

3
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The accuracy and repeatability of this type of image selector are directly

dependent upon two primary factors-: 1) the mechanical precision of each compon-

ent of the X-Y positioning mechanism, including the series linkages; and 2)'the"

accuracy of the image array with respect to an array master which exhibits per-

fect uniformity in both alignment and size. Since the switching time of the

valves is generally much smaller than'the excursion time of the minimum mover.

ment poition change, the access time of the mechanism is primarily determined

by the mass of the load the pressure of the actuating fluid, and the frictional

oNttw,

drag of the bearings and the pneumatic pistons.

r

Figure 8 shows a prototype image selector and:projeCtion syStem that was re-

cently fabricated ands tested at the University of Illinois for instaflati.on in

.,prototype PLATO IV terminals. The image array contains 256-(16 x-16).color or

black and white images each 1/4" x.1/4"/ The series,;-mounted-pistOns in both the

X and Y linkages have,sucEessive stroke lengths of 1/4", 1/2", 1", and 2". The

control valves are connected appropriately to an 8-bit input register which re-

. .

ceives electrical, Control Signals from the output register of a:digital computer

or its equivalent. Using compressed air at 10 psi as the actuating fluid, the

mechanism was exercised for 1
06

cycles (randomly selected positions) without'

experiencing any major failure conditions'or excessive foss of positioning ac-
b 7

.
.

,,

ctracy or regeatabibityThe worst -'case access time for this particular mech-
. .-:,;, ''

anismyas less than .0..eciaQds and thepositioning accuracy and repeatability
,--

remained within + .001 'inches,- Rigure 9 is a block diagram of a typical image

selector'installation.

1 4
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IV. . The Design and RearAzation of a Digitally Addressable Random. Access
Audio System

Two types of compdter controlled audio devices have been recently developed

at the University of Illinois Computer-Based Education Research Laboratory. The

first Is a centrally located, random access audio bank used for distributing ex=
-

tremely high .quality audio messages to qrge.numbers of students, each student

-having individual access to a string of m ssages without interference by any

other user. This system, developed by B.\Voth (8), appears to be best suited for

applications in which large numbers of users are accessing similar material from

terminals located.in near .proximity, .g.,`\ the same building. The second device
6

which Will,be described here in detail is expected to be compact and inexpensive

.enough to be located at or near,a student terminal (e.g., a PLATO-IV terminal) and..

will provide high quality randomly-accessed audio messages o only that terminal. '

The device should be especially well suited to the needs of the remote,
.

user ter-

minal.

Figure 10 illustrates the basic audio components which, will be used in the

system being destribed. Audio messages are recorded on a thin Mylar-based magne-

tic recording material cut in the form uf. a diAk (typically 12 inches in diameter).

.The disk is mounted onia high moment of inertia, rim driven turntable which ro-

,

tates with an angular Velocity of 1 revolution per 8 seconds. The messages are

recorded on successive circular tracks (360°) with each track subdivided into

32` sectors or message units. The location of a message unit with respect to a

reference point on the disk is identified by the binary numbers'which represent

the appropriate track and seCtor within that track. Access to ahy particular mes.:

sage unit track and sector wi,thin a worst case retrieval time of 0.4



seconds requires both radial and angular positioning, since using only radial

positioning would provide a worst case retrieval time of 8 seconds. Digitally

controlled radial positioning of a record/playbackjlead can be accomplished in

much the same manner as that used in the image selector, The magnetic head is

attached to he end\of a set of series-mounted pnematie pistons; the other

end of the piston linkage is fixed with respect to the turntable. In the case
.

of 64 radial tracks,\a set of, six series mounted pistons is used; the length of

\

the shortest piston throw is equal to the inter-track spacing, The tracks in
1

this case are identified by a 6bit binary address.

!IPThe rapid angular ositioning that is needed in order to bring a desired

sector (message unify in contact with the playback head can be achieved by rapid-

ly changing the gular position of the low moment of inertia mylar disk with

respect-go the igh'moment of inertia turntable. This procedure preserves the

highly stable/constant velocity of _the turntable mecessary for high qual,ity,audio

while at the/same time it provides a means of rapidly-positioning the sector with

respect to the magnetic head.

The angular displacement of.the mylar disk with respect to the turntable can

be accomplished through linear translation-of a specially grooved, axial shaft as

illustrated in Figure 11. Figure 11(a) shows an axial shaft with a vertical groove,

fitted into the keyed center hole of the turntable. As the turntable rotates, the
,

shaft is forced to rotate with-it. However, the shaft is free to move up or down
A

(i.e., along the Z coordinate) without disturbing the rotation 'of the turntable.

Figur 11(b) illustrates a helical groove which is also cut into this shaft. In

,Figur 11(c), the mylar disk is shown attached to a hub which is keyed only into

the helical groove-of the axial shaft. If the axial shaft remains stationary with

respect to the Z coordinate and if the huh and attached,disk, ethain in contact with

the turntable, the angular position of the,disk with respect to the turntable
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remainsfixed. However, if the axial -shaft undergoes a linear translation along

the Z coordinate while the disk and hub remain incontact .1.-th the turntable, the

disk is angularly displaced with respect to its original position on th turn-

table, The angular displacement A¢ is related to the linear translation AZ by

'AZ
the equation A¢ =, where y is the pitch of the helical groove. Suitable

_ y

bearings and sliding surfaces are introduced in order to allow the mylar disk to

rotate freely with respect to the turntable while remaining in contact with it.

In summary, the mechanism illustrated in Figure 11(c) enables a. low moment of

inertia mylar disk to be rotated rapidly (to any angular positiOn) with respect

to a slow moving,. high moment of inertia turntable without signifidantly dis-.
;

turbing the constant angular velocity of the turntable. As a result, any met-

sage unit (or sector) on the recording media can be rapidly accessed, by radial-

ly positioning a magnetic head while simultaneously positioning the recording

media in angle in order to bring the desired sector in contact with the magnetic

head. When the _desired track and sector have been selected, the angular velocity

of the recording media is again equal to the constant angular of the turntable,

thus allowing a message unit to be played hack 'or recorded'hy the magnetic head.

In the case ,where there are 32 equal length sectors per track, the axial shaft

can be translated appropriately by us;pg a set of five electrically controlled,

sseries-mounted pneumatic cylinders where the length of,the shortest throw (i.e.,

the unit length) is AZ = 3600 ;
, .

,In order to select a given sector at any point in time, it is necessary for

a digital controller to know where the angular reference mark of the disk (¢(1=0)

is in relation to the.magnetic head. One manner in which this can be accomplished'

is by providing equi-spaced optical or magnetic markers on the circumference of
7

the turntable which correspond to the sector boundaries; a special.mark is used to

IT
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denote the angular reference point of the turntable (cpt = 0°). A detector which

is positioned along the fixed radial path of the\magnetic head, senses the turn-
\

table markers and correspondingly triggers'a digital counter; the counter is

cleared whenever the turntable reference position\ is sensed. Consequently, the

counter indicates the angular position of, the turntable- to within one sector.

For simplicity, assume that the angular reference points of the disk and the turn-

table coincide v/hen the axial shaft is in maximum '11/3" or positive Z positibn,.
\

see Figure 12(7a). In order to position a desired sector, r, at the magnetic head

when the coun er indicates that sector .q is presentl in that position, the ad-

dress, q, of the current sector is subtracted from the address, r of the de-

.

sired sector, and the difference r-q specifies the amount of angular rotation

that is required. An example where_r = 14,.and q = 3 is illUStrgted in -Figures

12(a) and I2(b).. This example assumes an instantaneous change.in angular posi-
.

tion; in actual practice, the digital controller much be designed to correct for

conditions where the finite angular selection time would case.an erroneous

sector to be selected.

Figure 13 is a.photograph of. the prototype random access audio system pre:4

sently being tested on the PLATO system._ Messages are recorded on 64 radial tracks

with each track being divided into 1-6. equal sectors. The 12 inch, rim-driven

turntable; which moves at an angular velocity of 1 revolution per 8 seconds, pro-

vides for 512seconds (8. 1/2 minutes) of recorded audio per disk at an average
A.

effective tape Speed of 4 1/2 inches per second (i.e., the average track length

is approximately 36 inches). A suitable dual track-magnetic head can also be

used, in order to provide 128 tracks of recorded- material, for a total of 17.

minutes of recorded message time. In order'to avoid unnecessary wear,Tthe

".3
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magnetic head is brought into contact with recording-material only after the

required positioning Motion is completedi at the elid of a message sequence

the head is lifted. from the material. Radial access to a particular track is

obtained with'the radial positioning arm shown in 'Figure 14. A set of-six series-

mounted pneumatic cylinders of unit length 0.055 inches is controlled by a

`responding set.of 6 valves which are driven by the digital controller. Access to

a particular sector is obtained with a helicallr grooved, axial shaft that is

translated by a. s.et of four series mounted cylinders The angular position of,

the turntable is sensed by a photodiode which observes optical markers along the

circumference 6fthe turntable. Thesliding-magnetic head unit is raised and

lowered with respec to the recording material by means of a solenoid which is

/
electrically activated by the contr011er.

In order to perform.a messag retrieval, the digital controller receives

: /

14 bits of information from a.cdmputer; 6 bits to specify the track 4.bitS to

,

specify the sector:, and 4 bits to specify the message length in units of sectors.

Figure 15 shows' a block diagram of the digital controller -whiCh is 'presently used

7to operate.the prototype audio device, The'prototype audio system shown in

Figure 1,3 is curreritly undergoing evaluation on the PLATO III system. The,unit

operates from a 15 psi clean air source. When operating at an average 'rate of

one random audio selection every 2 seeonds, the unit consumes air at the rate of

.05 ft.
3
pet minute at 15 psi. The worst-case mechanic4-1 access time of the'unit

is G.3 seconds; however in-this model additional access time is added. via the

software in order to compensate for the effects of the finiteltngular selection

time. The recording-disks are cut from standard mylar base, magnetic recording'

material Which is available in bulk form. Mounting the recording disks on the

4
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turntable is equivalent in difficulty to Tlacing a 33 1/3 phonograph record

on a standard tur'htable. The wear characteristics of the recording material

used in this device appear to be no more serious than those experienced in

standard magnetic tape recording equipment.

O
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V. Summary

The requirements of the PLATO IV student terminal have led to the develop-

ment of an improved, digitally addressable, random access image selector and a

digitally addressable random access audio device. The technological feasibility

of these devices has been shown at the University of Illinois via prototype units

which meet the PLATO. IV operating specifications; however,,specific confirmation

of the low, unit ccst goals awaits further experience with pilot production

models. The mechanical characteristics of both the image selector and the audio

device described in this paper however-, do appear to lend themselves to medium

precision, low cost production techniques. In addition, the innovations which,

,led to the realization of these particular devices may also be applicable to

many other, systems applications which involve computer controlled mechanical re-

trieval or positioning tasks.
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